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Abstract. Solid Propellant Motors manufactured by AVIO for European launchers, 

are controlled through Radioscopic systems which allow X-Ray check in safe 

condition other than time saving.  In 30 years, three generation of Radioscopy have 

been developed at AVIO by customizing devices in such a way to obtain the 

maximum performance and to satisfy the resolution requirement from specifications 

relevant to the motors produced for space applications. The performance more 

difficult to maximize is the contrast. The last Radioscopy system developed for 

control of Solid Propellant Rockets, has reached a remarkable level of contrast 

possible for its genre, especially in considering that this Radioscopy System has 

been developed for high energy X-Ray controls. The paper presents the results 

obtained through the last Radioscopy System, developed for controls of Solid 

Propellant Rockets of large sizes such those used for space launchers.  

  

 Keywords: Solid Propellant Motor, Non Destructive Control, Plants, 

Radioscopy. 

 

 
1. Introduction 

 

In this paper the activities finalized to the implementation of a new Radioscopy System, 

used for X-Ray inspection of solid propellant loaded rockets of large size and used for 

space applications, are summarized. The system has been conceived as substitutive of an 

DR Flat Panel based system, already qualified for the application in object, with the 

purpose to improve lead time as well as total life of the system. The DR Flat Panel based 

system is then considered a “bench-mark”, when performances of the new system are 

evaluated. Discussion is mainly focused on the performance required to a such system, 

when large amount of propellant thickness shall be penetrated by the X-Ray beam, before 

hitting the detector to form the final radiographic image. In considering that this is an NDT 

industrial application and in considering that this paper is presented in an NDT Conference, 

also guidelines inherent to the organization of NDT competence, such to allow for the 

success of an ambitious project such as the one in question, are outlined. 

  

2. Concept used to develop X-Ray Inspection System for large rockets 

 

When large amount of propellant shall be penetrated for X-Ray inspection of rockets 

having dimension like 3 meters in diameter, sources of 15 MeV energy running at high 
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dose rate as 130 Gy/min/m, are necessary. These penetration depths across high diffusion 

materials, cause a severe reduction in the contrast of the radiographic image and this is 

worsened when the radiation flux emerging from the material, is reduced to a few photons 

per pixel. 

 

If increasing integration time can improve the image, when the rocket implies also 

large lengths, the total time spent for the control became an issue for production lead time 

and a challenge for the life of the X-Ray detector.  

 
The previous implications in the X-Ray control of large solid propellant rockets, 

dictate requirement in the concept to be used for a proper X-Ray inspection system. AVIO 

has a large experience on such systems and several generations of technology have been 

used up to now. The new system in the design of which AVIO has been recently involved 

by the associate company Regulus SA, uses new technologies for its main components. The 

new technologies have been forced by the obsolescence on the market of components 

mounted on previous system developed at AVIO and currently working with success. As 

the previous 
[3]

, the configuration of the new Radioscopy System uses photons in the visible 

range deflected on a direction away the X-Ray incoming beam, to form the final image. 

This precaution allows a safe condition for the detector forced to work in an extreme 

environment where life of electronic devices is strongly reduced for radiation damage 
[4]

. 

This configuration is shown in Fig. 1 below. 

  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1 – Schematic of the radioscopy system using the “Deflected Visible Photons” concept. 

 
3. How to define the key components of the system 

 

With reference to the Fig. 1, it is easy to identify which components of the system are 

involved when looking for the compromise between efficiency and resolution. Such a 

compromise comes from the fact that higher is the photons number involved, better is the 

signal to noise ratio (SNR) and then smaller can be the detector pitch and then better the 

resolution. On the other hand an high efficiency of the conversion mechanism, means large 

amount of scintillator material and then a reduction of the resolution. These considerations 

are only a part of all factors to be considered. In effect, also consideration moving from the 

process itself like the final parameters which will be used during the X-Ray control, shall 

be absolutely taken into account in the selection of the final components and their 

technologies. Some examples explain in which way the final control parameters affect the 
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performance required to the final system. The efficiency and the final resolution shall be 

maximized in the contest of the source maximum output and the minimum distance source 

to object, allowed by the required resolution, when the distance object to detector is 

optimized by the safety rules to avoid possible collisions. Again, the efficiency and the final 

resolution shall be maximized in the contest of an overall control time minimized in 

considering: the acceptable lead time, the cost reduction and the detector life. Finally, the 

efficiency and the final resolution shall be maximized in the contest of a production 

condition that is, by using devices with maximized reliability and, in case of replacement, 

having maximized availability in the market and minimized cost of spare.  

 

As a summary, when performance of possible components to be installed in a 

radiographic plant shall be evaluated, this evaluation shall be done in the frame of the final 

use of the system in the product control. In easier words, this evaluation is strongly affected 

by the particular process of the radiographic control of a test item in an industrial contest. It 

is important to point out this “obvious” aspect in the design or modification of a 

radiographic plant, because of “improper” internal organization existing in some production 

realities, not accustomed to the design of complex control systems and customized for their 

products. An “improper” internal organization is that which considers an NDT plant 

engineering separated by the NDT process. the NDT plant engineering and the NDT 

process shall be absolutely joined because of the huge interactivity each other. An 

installation is an ensemble of devices and man’s activities which perform a process. Thus 

the plant engineering, is an engineering of the process with exception of the final 

interpretation of the inspection findings. In other word: an NDT machinery performs an 

NDT process up to the final evaluation, which remains the prerogative of qualified 

personnel and on the basis of the acceptance specification of the product. For this reason, 

the project of an NDT plant requires competence both in machinery and in NDT process as 

well. On the contrary, personnel NDT qualified does not have the plant engineering among 

its functions, but certainly he shall be skilled for the  acceptance of possible flaw in the 

product, for which he has the responsibility to guarantee the objectivity of the  recognition 

of the defect. The activities described in this paper have been performed on a background 

of a “correct” organization, allowing an NDT Plant Engineering integrated with the NDT 

Process and then allowing the evaluation/analysis of data needed to define the final devices 

in the Radioscopy System. These activities are described in the following paragraphs.   

 
4. Criteria for identification of  Technologies of the main components 
 

In the design of the new Radioscopy System, two sequential steps were performed: 

theoretical and experimental. At the beginning, possible cameras and screens have been 

considered among those existing on the market and theoretically compliant with the 

requirement: resolution equal or better of 0.5 mm in tangential control and equal or better 

of 5 mm in mass control. These cameras and screens would also allow to perform dynamic 

control in the regions where less resolution is admissible: 1 mm in tangential control and 10 

mm in mass control. The latter requirement comes from the need to reduce as much is 

possible the lead time from X-Ray control. In a second step, demo units of possible 

components selected on the basis of theoretical considerations,  have been used to perform 

trials devoted to evaluate their performance when used in the contest of the control in 

object. In these activities, the researched main information include: evaluation of the 

number of photons emerging from the material in the worst cases of large penetrated 

thickness, performance of possible optical cameras in an environment of controlled 

luminosity with an amount of photons per square centimetre comparable to those expected 

in the operative conditions,  efficiency of acceptable converter screens. For this research,  a 
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baseline has been considered as reference: the performance of analogues systems which 

work now at the X-Ray bay where the Radioscopy System was destined and in particular, 

the performance of the system based on the use of a Si-a Flat Panel with 200 �m pitch, 

which needed to be replaced by a system less sensitive to the radiation and with real time 

performance. Results from these activities are summarized hereinafter. Any mention to 

makers is deliberately omitted. 

 

5. Results from performance evaluation activities of acceptable components 

 

The two key components: camera and screen, were separately submitted to simulation 

trials because of the impossibility to test both subsystems in demo version with the real 

source: an accelerator of 9-15 MeV energy, which would need expensive shielding and 

focusing optics difficult to improvise. 

 

CAMERA 
 

The camera is an sCMOS technology camera with a chip array of 2048x2048 pixels of 

6.5x6.5 �m size. This camera, when assembled with a screen with the size constraint due to 

the application, implies 0.176 mm final pitch dimension (2.8 LP/mm) to be compared with 

the 0.200 mm (2.5 LP/mm) of the DR Flat Panel based system in use. The sCMOS camera 

was in competition with an EM-CCD camera with a chip array of 1000x1000 pixels of 8x8 

�m size implying 0.360 mm final pitch dimension (1.4 LP/mm). The latter is a camera 

already successfully in use in similar application at AVIO and, even if on the borderline 

regarding the resolution requirement, its strength is the performance when very small flux 

of photons emerge from the large thickness of penetrated material. 

 

All of the camera manufactures agree that there exists a cross-over point in terms of 

signal to noise ratio (SNR) performance for sCMOS and EM-CCD cameras technologies. 

For very low-light imaging situation, EM-CCD cameras still seem to outperform sCMOS 

cameras, but there is a threshold number of photons emerging from the object, where 

sCMOS camera will produce images with higher SNR than their EM-CCD camera 

counterpoints, with all other imaging condition being equal 
[1, 2]

. When this is the case, 

sCMOS presents benefits over existing camera technologies: larger field of view due to 

larger chip sizes, better spatial resolution due to smaller pixel sizes, better intensity 

quantification due to higher dynamic range. The cited benefits are only those important for 

the application in object and they have to be considered together with the high cost 

difference between the sCMOS and other camera technologies. Under these circumstances 

it is very important to analyze how the application of interest is placed compared to the 

cross-over of the two cameras technologies. Again, it is fundamental to determine 

experimentally the real cross-over between cameras in competition. The activities 

performed regarding the cameras where addressed to give the proper answer to these 

questions. 

 

As a summary, Fig. 2 below shows that over the “threshold number of photons 

emerging from the object”, the sCMOS outperforms the EM-CCD and this “threshold” has 

been identified in 10 photons/pixel. The cross-over is comparable with the worst case in the 

operative condition, that is at the maximum propellant thickness. In this area performance 

can be increased through a longer exposure time, but in all other regions sCMOS camera 

are sensitively better both in contrast and resolution. 
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 sCMOS sCMOS (binned) EM-CCD 
 

Figure 2 – Cameras technologies comparison. 
 

Acronyms:  

EM-CCD: Electron Multiplied CCD camera            sCMOS: scientific CMOS camera 

 

All these considerations, made on the basis of the experience gated through an existing 

Radioscopy System using an EM-CCD camera and a converting screen no more available 

on the market, shall take into account the efficiency of the converting screen mounted on 

the new Radioscopy System. The comparison between efficiencies of screens is presented 

hereinafter. 

 

SCREEN 
 

Two screens have been tested under “typical” operative conditions and compared with 

the existing screen. The efficiency, evaluated through a measure of the “gray level” in the 

images obtained using each of the two samples, are here expressed as relative value. That 

is, after normalization with the gray level, measured on the image obtained through the 

existing screen, in the same exposure operative conditions. As a summary: the two screens 

have both less efficiency of the screen mounted on the existing Radioscopy System. The 

more powerful screen reached 86% of the sensitivity of the used screen. The reduced 

sensitivity is due to a less thickness of the fluorescent layer and then this screen will 

however have better spatial resolution as a result, which is beneficial for the inspection in 

tangential mode. 

 

6. Final Performance of the New Radioscopy System 

 

The New Radioscopy System has been built by using an sCMOS camera and the 

screen with the maximum efficiency exhibited during trials. The assembly has been tested 

in a “pre-acceptance” to evaluate resolution and contrast. Even if tests in low energy 

conditions. doesn’t simulate the operative condition, definitely let a preliminary assessment 

in terms of functionality and a comparison with the performance exhibited in the same 

condition by the existing DR Flat Panel based system taken as a benchmark in this project. 

In Fig. 3 below, the EN 462-5 Duplex wire IQI resolved by the two systems is shown. In 

DR Flat Panel system the 7D element is reached, and it has visibly less noise than the 

image obtained with the New Radioscopy System where the 5D element is reached. The 

higher noise exhibited by the New Radioscopy System shall be considered in view of the 

different exposure conditions used: case of image (A), the exposure was 1 s with 4 frames 

integration, while in (B) the exposure was 40 ms and 16 frames integration, typical for 

dynamic condition which is the desired application. 
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Figure 3 – EN 462-5 Duplex wire IQI resolved by the DR Flat Panel based system in static (A) 

and by the new Radioscopy System in dynamic (B). 

 

In terms of MTF, the element 5D implies a spatial frequency of 1.6 LP/mm and 7D 

implies 2.5 LP/mm. When compared with the spatial frequency exhibited by the camera 

itself, by using a test card pattern (see Fig. 4), that is evaluating the camera and optical 

system resolution without the un-sharpness of the screen, the MTF exhibited by the camera 

alone is 2 LP/mm. 

 

 

    
 

Figure 4 – Image of the test card pattern (A) and detail (B). 

 

In Fig. 5, a line profile analysis of the smaller line patterns detailed in Fig. 4B is 

shown. This analysis allows an objective evaluation of resolved line pair. In the Fig. 5 it is 

evident that as finest patterns are considered, the contrast resolution is reduced. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5 – Evaluation of the MTF of the camera without converting screen (Ref. Fig. 4). 
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7. Performance of the New Radioscopy System in the Control Process 

 

The New Radioscopy System has been installed at the final destination, an 9-15 MeV 

high energy X-Ray bay and the operative conditions have been set through activities on the 

“first article”. Qualification has been performed by using phantoms to simulate the rocket 

or part of it and containing artificial defects of such dimensions as to simulate the critical 

situations in the acceptance criteria for both control configurations: tangential and mass 

(see Fig. 6). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 6 – Tangential (A) and Mass (B) exposure configuration. 

 

In Table I performances at 9 MeV for tangential control of the rocket are shown and 

compared between the two systems. Both systems are capable to discriminate better than 

the 0.5 mm thickness flaw and the new Radioscopy System exhibits a slight better contrast 

with respect to the DR Flat Panel based system allowing a clear visibility of the 0.3 mm 

flaw. This is not in contrast with what in the previous paragraph. In effect, shall be pointed 

out that images for evaluations shown in Tab. I, are obtained in “static” mode. In this case, 

an exposure time longer can be used thus obtaining improved Contrast to Noise Ratio 

(CNR). 

 
Table I – Comparison of performance of the New Radioscopy System with the previous system based on 

the use of a DR Flat Panel (static mode) in Tangential Control. 
 

FLAW SIZES SEEN 

1x1 binning 

DR Flat Panel based System 

SEEN 

1x1 binning 

Radioscopy System 

Opening O 

[mm] 

Depth D 

[mm] 

0.75 80 Yes Yes 

0.75 

40 

Yes Yes 

0.75 No No 

0.3 No No 

0.3 No No 

0.3 80 Poor Yes 

0.5 60 Yes Yes 

0.5 100 Yes Yes 
 

(*) O is the smaller dimension of the flaw on a plan perpendicular to the X-Ray beam, while D 

is that in direction  of the X-Ray beam. 

  

 In Table II the performances at 15 MeV for mass control of the rocket are shown and 

compared between the two systems. Both systems are capable to discriminate better than 

[A] [B] 
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the 5 mm thickness flaw in static condition and 2x2 binned. In Table II the dynamic 

performance of the new Radioscopy System, not available for the DR Flat Panel based 

system, it is also shown 

 
Table II – Comparison of performance of the New Radioscopy System with the 

previous system based on the use of a DR Flat Panel in the Mass Control. 
 

MATERIAL 

THICKNESS 

[range] 

FLAW 

DIMENSION 

ΦΦΦΦ [mm] 

DR Flat Panel based 

System 
CMOS camera based Radioscopy System 

Seen 

STATIC 

1x1 binning 

Seen 

STATIC 

2x2 binning 

Seen 

STATIC 

1x1 binning 

Seen 

STATIC 

2x2 binning 

Seen 

DYNAMIC 

1x1 binning 

Medium 

Thickness 

 

 

5 

10 

20 

25 

30 

Yes (deep 

stretch) 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes (deep 

stretch) 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes (deep 

stretch) 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes (deep 

stretch) 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

NO 

 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

High 

Thickness 

 

5 

10 

15 

20 

Yes (low 

contrast) 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes (low 

contrast) 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes (low 

contrast) 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes (low 

contrast) 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

 

NO 
 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Low 

Thickness 

3 

6 

8 

10 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

NO 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

 

In considering Tab. I as well as Tab. II, it is evident that the new Radioscopy System 

performs alike the previous DR Flat Panel based system, but with all advantages that have 

motivated its development. 

 

8. Advantages of the New Radioscopic System 

 

The new Radioscopy System has been designed with the purpose to improve high 

energy X-Ray control of solid propellant rockets, by using an architecture which minimizes 

the radiation damage and which reduces as much is possible the lead time for control. This 

system uses the concept of an already developed system that works successfully since 2008 

at AVIO 
[3, 4]

. It is based on an optical camera and a converter screen thus allowing dynamic 

control which sensitively reduces the total time of control. The challenge in realizing this 

system, has been the selection of the optical camera and the converter screen, among those 

commercially available, which meet the requirement from acceptance specification relevant 

to the radiographic control of the rocket in object. The project of the new Radioscopy 

System  was aimed to improve and replace a DR Flat Panel based system previously 

Qualified for high performance radiographic control of solid propellant rockets. The new 

Radioscopy System, using an optical camera with an high contrast technology sCMOS, 

reached the resolution of the previous DR Flat Panel based system, with the advantages to 

implement dynamic inspection, thus reducing time, and minimize radiation damage. 

 

The development of this system has required a considerable effort due to the 

impossibility to test directly the system in the real operative conditions. Efforts that led to 

the definition of the system configuration, were: the deep evaluation of the process when 

similar systems were used on  test items considered as representative of the rocket in object, 

the projection of the results to the specific process, the trials to simulate the final process. 
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At the end, when the process procedures have been set, has been necessary a further effort 

to reach the required definitions within the control time acceptable in the frame of the 

production rates. That is, in developing the system  the key to winning the challenge has 

been a continuous interaction between design and parameters of the control process. Only 

an adequate NDT engineering organization may a such success. In NDT, draw  lines as 

demarcating between process and installations is the most deleterious logic which can be 

formulated, mainly today that continuous challenges are required in a field like the 

production for space applications. The author, how in the past already did 
[7] 

regarding to 

NDT standard practices and industry world, points out that in NDT matter many times shall 

change the outdated rules to enable the development of technologically advanced 

techniques. The NDT standard practices should cover this topic: engineering and 

qualification of NDT plant, today left to the common sense usually well addressed only in 

illuminated industries.  

 

9. Conclusions 

 

 The new Radioscopy System which uses an sCMOS camera and Qualified for the high 

energy control of solid propellant rocket, shows resolution comparable with the previous 

DR Flat Panel based system and advantages in terms of capability to operate in dynamic 

conditions and reduce the radiation damage risk. The higher contrast of the sCMOS 

technology compared with the EM-CCD when operates beyond the crossover point, has 

been proved to be a winning choice. The converter screen has shown an high efficiency. 

The un-sharpness effect induced by it on the final image degrades the contrast of the 

camera, but at level acceptable for the application. 
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